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The word algorithm comes from the name Al-Khwarizmi, a 9th-century Persian mathematician and author of The Compendium Book on Calculation by Completion and Balancing. But nowadays the word most often applies to a step-by-step procedure to solve a problem with a computer. An algorithm is like a recipe, with a
discrete beginning and end and a prescribed sequence of steps that unequivocally lead to some desired result. But getting to the right answer at the end of a program is just the minimum requirement. The best algorithms also work fast, save in their use of memory and other computer resources, and are easy to
understand and modify. The best are invariably called elegant, although Al-Khwarizmi may not have used that term for his formulas to solve quadratic equations. As the mind learns to understand more complicated combinations of ideas, simpler formulas soon reduce their complexity. Antoine-Nicholas de Condorcet, 1794
An algorithm can be thought of as the link between the programming language and the application. It's the way we tell a Cobol compiler how to generate a compensation system, for example. Although algorithms can end up like thousands of lines of computer code, they often start as top-notch abstractions, the kind an
analyst could deliver to a programmer. For example, a long procedure in that payroll system might have started with this algorithmic specification: Search for the employee's name in the Employee table. If it is not available, print the message 'Invalid Employee'. If all other data in the input record is valid, navigate to the
procedure that calculates the net pay from gross pay. Repeat these steps for each employee. Then go to the procedure that prints the controls. Gross-to-net and check-writing routines would have their own algorithms. The word algorithm is named after the mathematician Al-Khwarizmi. Reality Intrudes Of course, it's not
that simple. If this were the case, the study of algorithms would not have become an important branch of computer science and the subject of countless books and doctoral theses. But it's not hard to imagine computer engineers in the 1950s thinking they've pretty much finished the job. They had invented electronic
computers of stored programs, and languages such as Fortran and Cobol to work on them, and had largely banished the agony of assembly language programming. In fact, software pioneers like Grace Hopper saw compilers, and algorithms that instructed them, as such advancement -- they could understand English --
that they called the first computer to use one, the Universal Automatic Computer, or Univac. With adjectives such as universal and automatic in its name, you could almost expect the computer to program itself. Algorithms power large web companies and the most promising startups. Interviews with tech companies begin
with questions that probe the algorithm's good thinking. In this computer science course, you'll learn how to think about algorithms and create them. sorting techniques such as quick sorting and sorting merge and search algorithms, median search and order statistics. The course progresses with numerical, string, and
geometric algorithms such as polynomial multiplication, ditricial operations, GCD, model matching, subsequences, sweeps, and convex hull. It ends with graphical algorithms such as the shortest path and the spanning tree. Topics covered: Sorting and searching for numerical algorithms String algorithms Geometric
algorithms Graphic algorithms Algorithms This course is part of the Fundamentals of the XSeries Program of Informatics: Structure of important algorithms. How to use algorithms with appropriate data structures, to solve real-life problems. As algorithms and data structures they can be used to design the system on a
large scale. Receive a certificate signed by the instructor with the institute logo to verify your achievement and increase your potential customersAdd the certificate to your CV or resume, or post it directly on LinkedInGive an additional incentive to complete the courseEdX, a nonprofit, relies on verified certificates to help
fund free education for everyone globally ThoughtCo uses cookies to provide you with a great user experience. Using ThoughtCo, you accept our use of cookies. Algorithmic and programming are fundamental skills for engineering students, data scientists and analysts, computer hobbyists or developers. Learning to
program algorithms can be tedious if you are not given the opportunity to immediately practice what you learn. In this course, you don't just focus on theory or study a simple catalog of methods, procedures, and concepts. Instead, you will be given a challenge where you will be asked to beat an algorithm that we have
written for you by finding your smart solution. To be specific, you'll need to find a faster path than your opponent through a maze while collecting items. Every week you will learn new material to improve your ARTIFICIAL intelligence in order to beat your opponent. This structure means that as a student, you will deal with
every abstract notion with a real-world problem. We'll go beyond data structures, basic and advanced algorithms for graph theory, complexity/accuracy trade-offs, and even combinatorial game theory. This course received financial support from the Patrick and Lina Drahi Foundation. Ways to express a computational
problem (such as pathfinding) using graph theory How to choose the appropriate algorithm to solve the computational problem given How to encode the algorithmic solution in python methods to evaluate the proposed solution in terms of complexity (amount of resources, scalability) or performance (accuracy, latency)
Week 1:Fundamentals of the theory of Troubleshooting, Good Programming Practices Week 2: Graphic Traversal, Routing, Queuing Structures Week 3:Shorter Routes, Minimum Heap, Algorithmic Complexity Week 4:NP-Completeness, TravelIng Seller Problem, Backtracking Week 5:Heuristics, Greedy Approaches,
Accuracy / Complexity Complexity Week 6:Combinatorial game theory, winning strategiesReprescence a certificate signed by the instructor with the institute logo to verify your result and increase your potential work clientsAdd the certificate to your CV or resume, or posting it directly on LinkedInGive itself an additional
incentive to complete the courseEdX, a non-profit organization, is based on verified certificates to help fund free education for everyone globallyAs inconveniently, students from one or more of the following countries or regions will not be able to register for this course: Iran, Cuba and the Crimean region in Ukraine. While
EDX has applied for licenses from the U.S. Office of Foreign Assets Control (OFAC) to offer our courses to students in these countries and regions, the licenses we have received are not large enough for us to offer this course in all locations. EdX really regrets that US sanctions prevent us from offering all our courses to
everyone, no matter where they live. Arrays in Python give you enormous flexibility to store, organize, and access data. This is critical, not least because of Python's popularity for use in data science. But what exactly is an array? And how do I use arrays in Python? Read also: How to use dictionaries in PythonRead on
and we will shed light on the matter. What is an array? An array is a way to store multiple values in a single variable. This means that you can use a single reference to access your data. A list is also an example of a variable that stores multiple values, but has some slight differences. When you use lists in Python, you
store a series of values each with a numbered index. For example, this is how you would create a list of fruits in Python:fruits = [apple, orange, pera, nectarine]If we then say:print(fruits[3])We will see nectarine appear on the screen (the first entry is stored as 0). Read also: How to use lists in PythonThis is not an array,
however. This is because an array is a data structure that uses an index or key to store each value. While a list could simply be written on a piece of paper, an array should be written as a table with at least two columns. Here, the element on the left would be used to describe the voice on the right. Similarly, if we add a
new entry to the beginning of a list, each subsequent position will change; this is not the case when using an array. The unique structure also allows us to provide more information using an array. To create an array in Python, we can use a variable type called a dictionary. It is an associative matrix, which means that it is
made up of value/key pairs. This looks like this:fruit = {apples: 4, pears: 6, lemons: 3, 8} print(Hai , fruit [apples], apples). This array allows us to store a quantity for each fruit category, which is something we simply couldn't get with a list on our own. When we print fruit[apples] we're printing the value stored in thatClose
comments That's like create arrays in Python. However, there are other options for arrays as well. An example is to create a CSV file, which you can learn to do in our quick guide. If you want to learn more about Python in relation to data science, check out The Complete Python Data Science Bundle. This takes you from
beginner to pro when it comes to managing data using Python, which seems to be a skill that is in high demand right now! The package is actually a package of 12 courses worth $1152.98, but you can prepare it all for just $37 as an Android authority – if you act fast! Find other courses like this on our list. Or, why not
continue your education right here with our comprehensive introduction to Python programming. Programming.
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